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Product
Specification
Design: ‘Task Three’
Designer: Senator in-house

Products available in range

Senator in-house design and development team is one from a mixture of design,
engineering and production backgrounds. As well as working successfully in
developing the ideas of freelance furniture designers, the department’s acquired
market knowledge has also led to a number of highly successful in-house
designs.
Features:
Task 3 is another classic task and visitor chair collection and consists of many
different models. The seat and backrest are deeply contoured to be of maximum
comfort and support. This range offers 2 backrest and seat types, optional
seat depth adjustment (50mm), and fixed or height adjustable armrests, plus
cantilever chairs with or without armrests. There are 2 mechanism options; one
having a permanent contact backrest, which either moves with the user or can be
locked in a variety of positions; the other is fully synchronised, enabling seat and
backrest to be adjusted to the desired position with a fixed ratio of 1:8.1, ensuring
correct ergonomic posture and which again moves with the user in ‘freefloat’
function or can be locked in a variety of positions. Both have an independently
operated backrest height adjustment from the seated position and a tension
control to adjust the mechanism to the users’ weight.
The cantilever meeting and visitor chairs complement the task chairs, utilising the
same high backrest and seat as the V355, and V357 task chairs.
Finishes:
Black injection moulded nylon 5-star base as standard, with silver painted
or polished aluminium options. RAL9011 black finish to all plastic parts and
cantilever frames as standard, with chrome plated cantilever frame option.
Upholstery is available in a wide range of fabrics or leather.

V357

V357A

V355 Fully synchronised mechanism

V355A Fully synchronised mechanism

No arms
High back
Standard seat width
Permanent contact mechanism

Fixed ring arms
High back
Standard seat width
Permanent contact mechanism

Dimensions:
Seat
450-560h
Overall 1160h

Dimensions:
Seat
450-560h
Overall 1160h
Arms
670h

480w
600w

460d
600d

480w
590w

460d
600d

V357T

V357HA

V355T Fully synchronised mechanism

V355HA Fully synchronised mechanism

Fixed ‘T’arms
High back
Standard seat width
Permanent contact mechanism

Height adjustable arms
High back
Standard seat width
Permanent contact mechanism

Dimensions:
Seat
450-560h
Overall 1160h
Arms
690h

Dimensions:
Seat
450-560h
Overall 1160h
Arms
660h

480w
590w

460d
600d

480w
620w

460d
600d

480w
570w

480d
650d

Marketplace:
Task 3 is a highly versatile task chair range, which is extremely competitively
priced and a popular favourite having been specified for a wide range of
customer projects and environments for many years. It is particularly suited
to work intensive applications where support is required for long periods of sit
especially in large busy offices such as call centres, trading houses, banks etc.

V356

V356A

No arms
High back
Standard seat width

Fixed arms
High back
Standard seat width

Dimensions:
Seat
465h
Overall 970h

480w
570w

480d
650d

Dimensions:
Seat
465h
Overall 970h
Arms
650h
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Task Three

Bullet points:
• A universal range of task seating and visitor chairs.
• Wide choice of models and functions.
• Cantilever models with and without arms.
• Two backrest and seat types on task chairs; high and larger manager.
• Back fully adjustable for height and angle as standard.
• 2 chair mechanism options, Permanent contact and fully Synchronised.
• Seat and back may be locked in a variety of positions or in ‘freefloat’.
• Optional seat depth adjustment (50mm).
• Fixed or height adjustable arms.
• Seat height adjustment as standard.
• Deeply contoured seat and back.
• Excellent comfort and support.
• Black plastic parts and cantilever fames as standard.
• Silver painted or polished aluminium base options.
• Chrome cantilever frame option.
• Upholstery available in a wide range of fabrics.
• Popular in a wide range of projects and environments.
• Ideal for work intensive applications needing support for long periods.
• Perfect for large busy offices such as call centres, trading houses, banks etc.
• Extremely competitively priced.

